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Abstract: This paper proposes a speech-based method for automatic depression classification.
The system is based on ensemble learning for Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and is
evaluated using the data and the experimental protocol provided in the Depression Classification
Sub-Challenge (DCC) at the 2016 Audio–Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC-2016). In the
pre-processing phase, speech files are represented as a sequence of log-spectrograms and randomly
sampled to balance positive and negative samples. For the classification task itself, first, a more
suitable architecture for this task, based on One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Networks, is built.
Secondly, several of these CNN-based models are trained with different initializations and then the
corresponding individual predictions are fused by using an Ensemble Averaging algorithm and
combined per speaker to get an appropriate final decision. The proposed ensemble system achieves
satisfactory results on the DCC at the AVEC-2016 in comparison with a reference system based
on Support Vector Machines and hand-crafted features, with a CNN+LSTM-based system called
DepAudionet, and with the case of a single CNN-based classifier.
Keywords: depression detection; speech; convolutional neural networks; ensemble learning

1. Introduction
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), over 300 million people are estimated
to suffer from depression [1], and that number is globally going up, especially at an advanced
age. Scientifically known as Major Depressive Disorder (MDD), depression is a mental disorder
characterized by a low mood, low self-esteem, loss of interest, low energy, and pain without a clear
cause for an extended period of time. It has negative impacts on a person’s family, work, sleeping,
and eating habits. In extreme cases, as reported by [2], half of all completed suicides are related to
depressive and other mood disorders. Because of that, many researchers have focused on developing
systems to diagnose and prevent this mental disorder to help psychiatrists and psychologists to assist
patients as soon as possible.
Traditional mental health disorder reports, such as Beck’s Depression Inventory (BDI-II) [3],
Geriatric Depression Scale (GDS) [4], Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression (HRSD) [5] and the Patient
Health Questionnaire (PHQ-8) [6] (used as a target variable in this research), are not completely useful
or take too much time and consideration for the psychiatrist to diagnose the illness. Moreover, they
are quite boring for the patients and could be biased due to that effect.
Automatic Depression Detection (ADD) using computer algorithms is the next step in prevention
and monitoring of this mental disorder. Studies on ADD based on speech signals started in the late
2000s [7] and have taken on increased importance since then. It is worth noting that ADD systems are
not intended to substitute medical experts’ judgments, but to assist them with clinical decision support.
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In this context, since 2011, annually, Audio–Visual Emotion Challenges have been proposed.
The competitions are “aimed at comparison of multimedia processing and machine-learning methods for
automatic audio, visual, and audio–visual health and emotion sensing, with all participants competing
strictly under the same conditions”. Using different databases, each competition has been focused
on one particular mental disorder such as depression [8–10] or bipolar disorders [11], using emotion
recognition through four well-known dimensions of the emotions—arousal, valence, expectancy, and
power—which have been present in all the challenges [8–12]. Some of the tasks are called sub-challenges
and researchers can propose solutions for one or many of them.
This research follows the guidelines of the Depression Classification Sub-Challenge (DCC) at the
2016 Audio–Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) [10], whose main goal is to determine if a speaker has
been diagnosed as depressed or not using audio, visual, and/or text data. In particular, in this work,
we focus on audio information. For this task, we propose a system based on ensemble learning whose
individual classifiers are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) and the inputs to them are speech
log-spectrograms. As in the DCC sub-challenge, the English-speakers database DAIC-WOZ [13] is
used for the system evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 looks over the state of the art of the
automatic depression detection problem, CNNs and ensemble methods. In Section 3, we present
the dataset we have used, and we describe the proposed system. Section 4 contains the relevant
experiments and results. Finally, in Section 5 we expose our conclusions and some lines of future work.
2. Related Work
In this section, first, we briefly analyze the systems developed for automatic depression detection
in the recent years. After that, an overview of the CNN models and ensemble methods are provided.
Most of the works in the literature related to ADD systems consider two main sources of
information, either individual or combined: visual and audio modalities. Although we do not
use visual features in this research, we include here a summary of the related state of the art
for completeness.
The majority of the work on this visual modality is based on facial video information, by means
of the modeling of facial expressions, head movements, eye gazes, or blinks. The way the information
is encoded plays a very important role in these kinds of systems. Facial expressions have been
generally represented by Facial Action Coding System (FACS), Active Appearance Model (AAM),
or Local Phase Quantization at Three Orthogonal Planes (LPQ-TOP) [14]. With these representations,
the well-known Support Vector Regression (SVR) models obtain good achievements [15,16]. In other
works, such as [17], eigenfaces are proposed to predict depression in adolescents. Other systems
combine visual cues with other types of information, mainly acoustic, resulting in multimodal systems
that usually outperform the individual modalities. In this context, it is worth mentioning the system
described in [18] that consists of neural network-based hierarchical classifiers and SVR ensembles for
fusing the audio and visual information and was successfully assessed on the AVEC-2013 [8] challenge.
Another relevant work is the one described in [19] that implements a combination of the audio and
visual features with a Decision Tree as classifier and was the winner of the AVEC-2016 challenge.
As mentioned in Section 1, in this work we focus on the acoustic modality. Speech does not
only convey linguistic contents, but also contains paralinguistic features (how words are said) that
provide important clues about the emotional, neurological, and mental traits and states of the speaker.
For this reason, in recent years, speech technologies are being proposed for the assessment, diagnosis
and tracking of different health conditions that affect the subject’s voice [20]. In this area, commonly
referred to as Computational Paralinguistic Analysis, current research encompasses the detection of
pathological voices due, for example, to laryngeal disorders [21]; the diagnosis and monitoring of
neurodegenerative conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease [22,23], Mild Cognitive Impairment [24],
Alzheimer’s disease [24,25] or Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis [26]; the prediction of stress and cognitive
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load level [27,28]; and the detection of psychological pathologies, such as autism [29] or depression [30],
which is the topic of this paper.
Conventional systems for speech-based health tasks consists of data-driven approaches based
on hand-crafted acoustic features, such as pitch, prosody, loudness, rate of speech, and energies,
among others, and a machine-learning algorithm such as Logistic Regression, Support Vector
Machines (SVM) or Gaussian Mixture models [22–24,29]. Nevertheless, very recent works, such as,
for example, [20,21,25–28], deal with the use of deep-learning techniques for these tasks, since,
presently, these kinds of methods have achieved unprecedented successes in the field of automatic
learning applied to signal processing, and particularly in image, video, and audio problems.
In the specific field of speech-based automatic depression detection, most of the developed
systems also follow one of these two strategies. On the one hand, conventional ADD systems rely
on studies about the importance of several acoustic characteristics for depression detection. In fact,
according to [30–32], the most relevant ones for this task are pitch, formants, intensity, jitter, shimmer,
harmonic-to-noise ratio, and rates of speech. These voice quality features are related to the observation
that depressed speakers tend to speak in an unnatural and monotonous way [33]. On the other hand,
recently, several ADD systems based on the deep-learning paradigm have been proposed. In particular,
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), which represent a specific case of Artificial Neural Network
(ANN), are some of the most commonly used architectures in this field.
CNNs appeared in 1980s [34], but the research that became a milestone was [35] where a
CNN-based net was proposed for image recognition tasks. Since then, a large number of problems in
computer vision have been solved with this kind of architectures such as handwritten digits, traffic sign
classification, people detection, or image recognition for health applications. Later, these approaches
have spread to audio-related tasks, such as for example, automatic speech recognition [36–39], speech
emotion recognition [40,41] or acoustic scene classification [42,43]. For our purposes, the research
in [44] is especially relevant, where a speech-based depression detection system is proposed, called
DepAudionet, that uses One-Dimensional CNN (1d-CNN), Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) and
fully connected layers, since it is the basis of our work.
On the other hand, ensemble methods are meta-algorithms that help to improve machine-learning
results by combining more than one model, usually using the same base learner. Ensemble learning
with neural networks was introduced in [45] and since then, it has been used in many architectures
and applications such as image categorization [46], sentiment analysis [47] or acoustic environment
classification [48].
In this paper, we deal with the problem of automatic depression detection by only using the
subject’s voice. In particular, we present two main contributions. In the first one, we propose a refined
1d-CNN architecture based on the aforementioned DepAudionet model [44] that is optimized by
selecting the best configuration from an exhaustive experimentation. In the second one, we take
advantage of the ensemble learning strategy for fusing several machines with this 1d-CNN architecture,
in such a way that the performance of these individual systems is improved. Although Ensemble CNN
models have been successfully used in other speech- and audio-related tasks, such as automatic speech
recognition [39], speech emotion recognition [40], or acoustic scene classification [43], to the best of our
knowledge, they have not been previously used for automatic depression detection from speech.
An important issue in real-world speech-based health applications is privacy, as patients’ audio
and/or video recordings are highly sensitive and contain personal information. In the DAIC-WOZ
dataset we have used in this work, this issue does not apply, as participants completed consent forms to
allow their data to be shared for research purposes [13]. However, presently, there is a growth interest
in developing this kind of application for real-world scenarios where, at least, the data acquisition
is done through microphone-enabled smart devices and/or other wearable technologies that what
would allow the remote monitoring of patients [20,49]. According to [50], apart from the consent forms,
two main strategies for strengthening privacy can be considered. The first approach consists of the
extraction of acoustic features from which it is not possible to reconstruct the raw speech signal. A good
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example is [51], where the used audio characteristics are the percentage of speech detected in a given
time period, and the percentage of speech uttered by the patient, and therefore, it is not necessary to
store the whole raw recordings. When the system uses features that allow the recovery of the original
speech signal, a second approach can be applied, consisting of the extraction and encryption of the
acoustic characteristics in the local device and their transmission to a secure server where further
analysis is done [49]. If the system proposed in this paper had to work in these kinds of real-world
scenarios, the second approach should be considered, as its input are log-spectrograms (a reversible
transformation of the speech signal), although this issue is beyond the scope of this paper.
3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Dataset and Feature Extraction
This section, divided into three subsections, introduces the database used in the research,
the pre-processing done over the audio files and the feature extraction process that converts the
speech signals into log-spectrograms with a suitable structure.
3.1.1. Database Description
Experiments have been carried out on the Distress Analysis Interview Corpus-Wizard of
Oz (DAIC-WOZ) database, a part of the larger corpus DAIC [13], which include audio, video,
and transcriptions of a questionnaire conducted by an animated virtual interviewer. The language of
the database is English. It is freely available for research purposes at http://dcapswoz.ict.usc.edu.
The DAIC-WOZ dataset contains 189 subjects distributed in a training set composed of
142 individuals and a test set consisting of the remaining 47 ones.
As mentioned before, in this research only the audio files have been taken into account. This means
189 audio files ranging between 7–33 min (avg. 16 min). Each patient has one and only one audio in the
database and is associated with his/her PHQ-8 score [6]. PHQ-8 scores in the database are distributed
as in the Figure 1 where the black vertical line represents the border between the depressed and the
non-depressed subjects. This limit has been proposed by the authors of the questionnaire in [6] and
they consider depressed those patients with a greater or equal than 10 score.

Figure 1. Number of speakers per PHQ-8 score for the training and test sets, border between depressed
and non-depressed subjects (black continuous line) and the mean of the train and test distributions
(discontinuous lines).
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Since our objective is classifying between depressed and non-depressed audio recordings,
we transformed the PHQ-8 scores into a binary label (0 for non-depressed and 1 for depressed)
following the Depression Classification Sub-Challenge (DCC) [10] guidance. This way, we obtain an
imbalanced binary problem with 100 non-depressed and 42 depressed audio recordings in the training
dataset, one per speaker/patient. The test set follows a similar distribution, 33 depressed and
14 non-depressed patients.
3.1.2. Pre-Processing
All audio files contain voices from both the patient and the virtual interviewer, so the first step is
to eliminate the second voice because it is computer generated, plain, and emotionless throughout all
interviews. In addition, long silences have been removed too. Both tasks have been done by using
the diarization algorithm implemented in the Python library PyAudioAnalysis [52]. Some low-quality
recordings were also removed from the training set following the recommendations of the DAIC-WOZ
dataset authors. After these processes, there are available 169 audio files composed by only the speaker
voice with a mean length of 547.29 s and a standard deviation of 237.58 s. 122 of these audio recordings
are available for training and the remaining 47 compose the test set.
Due to the small number of audio recordings and their different length, it is a good practice to
crop them into shorter segments that we called samples, with a same size S in seconds. This technique
produces two favorable effects: on the one hand, all the inputs to the classification algorithm have
the same size, and, on the other hand, a large number of samples to train the models is generated,
and, therefore these models will be, intuitively, more representative and accurate. As stated in [44],
S = 4 s happens to be the best length to crop the files. From now on, we differentiate two levels:
speaker level that represents the full audio recording containing voice from a single person who must be
classified as depressed or not, and the sample level that refers to each of the single crops of S = 4 s.
The major problem with the DAIC-WOZ database (and other depression databases) is the uneven
sample distribution (see Figure 1) which incurs a large bias in the classification task. In case the model
uses this distribution directly to be trained, it will have a big bias to the non-depressed category.
Consequently, it is necessary to balance the number of depressed and non-depressed crops of audio
but not in a random way, since another bad methodology is using too many samples of a single speaker
recording which penalizes the model tendency too. With all of that in mind, the considered sampling
technique must maximize the number of 4 s samples maintaining balance between class labels while
selecting the same number of crops for each speaker.
After applying these restrictions, we understand that the optimum number of samples per speaker
is 89 by 62 speakers in the training set, i.e., 31 randomly selected speakers from each class, or, what is
the same, 5518 samples of audio to train the model. In the case of test files, for most of the speakers,
we select 89 crops, but four speakers have a lower number of crops, since their interventions are shorter
than 5 min and 56 s. For that reason, the number of samples in the test set is 3991 preserving samples
of all the speakers.
3.1.3. Feature Extraction
The DCC at AVEC-2016 [10] provides a baseline with traditional machine-learning techniques
(in particular, a SVM-based classifier) and some hand-crafted speech features extracted with COVAREP
(v1.3.2), an open-source MATLAB and Octave toolbox [53]: fundamental frequency, formants, energy,
normalized amplitude quotient, 24 Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), among others.
In this context, other studies [54] use the extended Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter set
(eGeMAPS) [55].
However, when dealing with deep-learning approaches in speech-based tasks, a common practice
is to consider log-spectrograms or Mel-scale spectrograms as input features [42,44]. In a preliminary
experimentation, we used these two kinds of acoustic characteristics, yielding similar results, as also
reported in [44] for the depression classification task. Finally, we decided to use the log-spectrogram
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representation, which is obtained by applying the logarithm to the magnitude of the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) of each input speech crop. The spectrograms are computed every 32 ms over
Hamming windows of 64 ms long and setting the number of FFT points to 1024.
Figure 2 shows the log-spectrogram of a speech crop, which our model uses as input. Taking
into account that the sampling frequency of the audio files is 16 KHz, the duration of each crop is
S = 4 s and the symmetry of the Fourier transform magnitude for real signals (as is the case of speech),
each log-spectrogram is represented as a matrix with dimensions F0 × T0 , where the frequency F0 and
the temporal T0 dimensions are respectively, 513 and 125.

Figure 2. Log-spectrogram of a speech crop.

3.2. Depression Detection System
The depression detection system proposed in this paper is composed of two stages: a set of
CNN-based classifiers and the fusion of their respective predictions by means of an ensemble method
to improve the performance. In this section, first, we describe the architecture of these individual
models, and then we detail the ensemble techniques that allow their combination.
3.2.1. 1d-CNN Model
A standard CNN [56] is a type of Deep Neural Network that includes one or more groups of
convolutional and pooling layers. A convolutional layer consists of a set of filters or kernels with small
sizes that are repeatedly applied along the full input image. We can interpret the number of filters as
the depth of the layer. A pooling layer moves a rectangular window or kernel along the previous layer
output and takes a representative number (the maximum, the average, the median, etc.) of the whole
window to summarize the information in a smaller frame. This kind of layer produces the output to be
smaller than the input and simplifies the next layer training. The kernels are characterized by three
parameters: the kernel size, k, that measures the window height and width; the stride, s, that indicates
the step, in pixels or units, the window is moved along the image; and the padding, p, that indicates
the number of zeros we aggregate at the borders of the image to control the spatial size of the output
volumes, usually to preserve the spatial size of the input.
To deal with the depression detection problem using CNN models, first we carried out a set of
preliminary experiments with some classical architectures previously used for image analysis, since,
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in our case, the input to the network is a speech log-spectrogram that, in principle, could be handled
as an image. These approaches are considered different squared or rectangular kernels or deeper
networks architectures. However, the achieved results with these 2d-CNN architectures were not
completely satisfactory. As pointed in [44,57], a possible explanation for this behavior is that the spatial
distribution of the log-spectrogram pixels do not have the same relationships as in an general image
representation. In addition, the axes of log-spectrograms do not represent the same magnitude, as
correspond to time and frequency dimensions that have very different meanings.
For these reasons, we decided to implement a One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network
(1d-CNN) over the frequency axis instead of using two-dimensional kernels. This architecture is based
on the DepAudioNet proposed in [44] for the same task as ours, but without including the last LSTM
layer, because it did not provide significant improvements (see Section 4.2) and made the system more
complex and, consequently slower.
After a preliminary experimentation, finally we adopted the general 1d-CNN architecture shown
in Figure 3 that also contains the relationships between the variables that depends on. As can be
observed, it is composed of one input layer, four intermediate layers and one output layer.
As mentioned in Section 3.1.3, the input is a log-spectrogram of F0 × T0 dimensions. The first
layer is an 1d-CNN whose filters have a F0 × 1 size and cover all the frequency space (F0 ) and
1 time slot. We have used different number of filters N in this layer whose results are presented
in Section 4.2. The second layer is a max-pooling layer that moves a window kernel along the
time axis and saves the maximum values to represent the whole window, reducing this way its
input dimension. The max-pooling kernel has a size equal to (1, k ) and it is moved with a stride
s of (1, s). These two layers use padding to preserve the extremes of the input layer. With this
configuration, the model can capture frequency correlations at short-term level through the use of the
one-dimensional convolutional layer and temporal dynamics at middle-term level through the use of
the one-dimensional pooling layer.
After that, the max-pooling outputs are flattened and used as input of a fully connected neural
network of two layers and one output layer. The numbers of neurons in these third and fourth layers
are n3 = T1 · N and n4 respectively, where T1 is the number of temporal slices after the pooling.
We have tried several values for n4 as shown in Section 4.2.
Neurons in all layers have a Rectified Linear Unit (ReLU) as activation function, except the last
one, activated by a sigmoid function. The sigmoid function provides a continuous output in [0, 1] with
the probability of each sample to belong to the depressed class.

Figure 3. CNN architecture. F0 and T0 are the size of the log-spectrogram, N is the number of filters in
the 1d-CNN layer, k is the max-pooling kernel size, s is the stride, p is the padding (equal than s in all
the experiments), and n3 and n4 are, respectively, the numbers of neurons in the third and fourth layers.

Please note that at this point, this process is applied at sample level. Let Xi = { xi,l }, with
l ∈ {1, . . . , Li } the set of Li log-spectrograms (samples) corresponding to the ith speaker that are the
input to the 1d-CNN network. At the output, two sequences are obtained: Pi = { pi,l }, l ∈ {1, . . . , Li },
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where pi,l is the probability of the lth sample of the ith speaker xi,l to belong to the depressed category;
and Yi = {yi,l }, l ∈ {1, . . . , Li }, where yi,l is the binary label assigned to the sample xi,l according to
the value of its corresponding probability.
As our objective is to classify each speaker as depressed or not, we need to obtain the predictions
at speaker level. For doing that, we have considered two different alternatives. The first one follows
the method proposed in [44], where the final label assigned to the ith speaker is the most frequent
prediction value of the samples belonging to this speaker, i.e., the mode of the vector Yi . In this
paper, we propose a second mechanism that consists of averaging the vector of sample probabilities Pi
corresponding to the ith speaker and deciding the final label with a threshold of 0.5 over this mean
probability. Figure 4 shows an example of an individual speaker prediction by using both approaches.
As can be seen, we extract some log-spectrograms of the raw audio, the network provides a probability
and a binary label for each of them and we present the final speaker label with both methods. In most
of the cases, they coincide but not always.

Figure 4. Computation of the labels at sample and speaker level.

3.2.2. Ensemble Method
Ensemble methods [58] are meta-algorithms that combine several machine-learning techniques
into one predictive model in order to decrease variance (Bagging), bias (Boosting), or improve
predictions (Stacking).
Although these three variants are the most used, in our case, we employ an Ensemble Averaging
method to combine the sample predictions produced by the different machines (base learners)
composing the ensemble. It takes advantage of the randomness in the different base learners, and in
consequence, of the differences in the respective predictions.
In our case, all the base learners share the same 1d-CNN architecture described in Section 3.2.1,
and are trained with the same training set but with a different random initialization. Therefore, due to
the difficulties to find the local minimum of the problem, the main goal of the ensemble learning is
to take advantage of the different initializations to find local minima and, by means of the fusion of
the different 1d-CNN machines outputs, improve both the accuracy and the variance, which is the
confidence of the model.
Assuming that M is the number of different 1d-CNN models that compose the ensemble, for each
ith speaker, we obtain M probability vectors Pim , m ∈ {1 . . . M } and M binary label vectors Yim ,
m ∈ {1 . . . M} that must be combined in order to obtain the final speaker prediction. To do that, taking
into account the two approaches for speaker label computation aforementioned, we propose three
different methods of ensemble averaging that are based on the average of the sample probabilities or
on the mode of the sample and/or speaker labels. These three strategies are summarized in a visual
representation in Figure 5 and explained in the following paragraphs:
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Figure 5. Summary of the three proposed ensemble methods.

•

•

•

Method 1. In this alternative, first we average the probabilities at sample level of the M 1d-CNN.
After that, as in the case of a single classifier, we compute the probability at speaker level
by averaging the probabilities of the samples belonging to this particular speaker and with
a 0.5 threshold, we are able to decide the final speaker label.
Method 2. In this strategy, we start from the hard labels at sample level over all the M classifiers
and then, we assign to each speaker the most frequent value of all of his/her corresponding M.Li
samples, where Li is the number of log-spectrograms belonging to the ith speaker.
Method 3. In this approach, first we obtain the predictions at speaker level of each of the M
machines as the mode of the corresponding sample labels. Finally, we decide the final speaker
label by computing the mode of the M predictions for this particular speaker.

In methods where the mode functional is used, in case of M an even number and a tie between
the decided labels, a random decision is taken. In addition, note that the average of the probabilities
at speaker level could provide a new strategy but it comprises the same commutative operations
than Method 1.
In Section 4 a comparison between these three methods is presented.
4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Experimental Protocol
This section details the tools used to developed the ADD system and the experimental protocol
that has been followed to assess it.
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To build the different models, the programming language Python 3.6 has been used.
The computation of log-spectrograms have been possible with the help of the tool LibROSA [59]
and the neural network model is programmed in Keras [60]. Others Python libraries used in the
experiments and graphs are Scikit-Learn [61], SciPy [62] and Matplotlib [63].
We adopt the F1-score at speaker level as the main metric to assess the system since it is the one
proposed in the AVEC-2016 challenge [10]. F1-score is the harmonic average of the precision and
recall. The three of them are more accurate for unbalanced problems than the accuracy that has been
calculated too. All of them have been measured both for the depressive and non-depressive speakers.
The different architectures have been training during 50 epochs with a batch size of 80 samples
with an Adadelta optimizer, a binary cross-entropy loss function and a decreasing learning rate
from 1 to 0.01.
Regarding to the system input, each log-spectrogram has been standardized independently using
the min-max normalization to obtain log-spectrograms in the range [0, 1]. Standard normalization has
been tried too resulting in a worse performance.
Unless it is stated otherwise, the parameter configuration of the 1d-CNN architecture is as follows:
the input dimensions are F0 × T0 = 513 × 125, the number of filters in Layer 1 is N = 128 with a F0 × 1
size, the kernel size, stride and padding in Layer 2 are respectively, k = 5, s = 4 and p = 4, and the
number of neurons in Layer 4 is n4 = 128.
Concerning the system training, to obtain more reliable results, a 5-fold cross-validation has been
used. For each fold, the original training set has been divided into a training and a validation subset,
guaranteeing that speakers belong to only one of these subsets. Final metrics have been computed by
concatenating the partial results obtained over the test set with the model trained in each one of the
5-fold iterations with the corresponding training+validation configuration.
We compare our proposal to two different reference systems. The first one is the baseline
system provided by the AVEC-2016 challenge that is based on an SVM-based classifier and uses
the hand-crafted features mentioned in Section 3.1.3. The second one is the DepAudionet depression
detection system [44]. As mentioned before, its architecture is composed of 1d-CNN, LSTM and fully
connected layers with the particular configuration described in [44].
4.2. Results
In this section, we present the results of the experiments we have carried out to evaluate the
performance of the system. First, we show the performance of the three ensemble methods under
consideration. Next, some parameters of the 1d-CNN architecture have been changed to observe their
influence on the performance of the whole system for both the single network and the ensemble.
4.2.1. Results with Different Ensemble Methods
The number M of machines that compose the ensemble is quite relevant. Therefore, in this set of
experiments we analyze the influence of the value of M on the performance of the system, as well as
the improvements achieved by the ensemble averaging algorithm for the three proposed methods:
average of the probabilities at sample level (Method 1), most frequent value of the labels at sample
level (Method 2) and at speaker level (Method 3). In particular, Figure 6 represents the variation of the
F1-score metric for depressed (left) and non-depressed (right) speakers as a function of the number of
ensemble machines, M, for the three methods under consideration. The case of using a single 1d-CNN
corresponds to M = 1. Results for M > 50 are not reported, since preliminary experiments showed
that values of M greater than 50 do not improve the performance of the system for this database.
The mean (black line) and the standard deviation (colored shadows) of the F1-score metric have been
obtained by taking into account 200 different combinations of M = 1.50 machines.
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Figure 6. F1-score variation as a function of the number of ensemble machines for depressed (left) and
non-depressed (right) speakers and the three ensemble methods considered.

As can be seen, in general, the performance increases with the number of classifiers in the ensemble
for the three methods. Only for the Method 3, there is a worsening in the depressed case when a large
number of machines is used. Nevertheless, the results are better than using a single machine.
In addition, the variance of the individual predictions decreases when the number of machines
increases except for the Method 3 (mode of the labels at speaker level). That is due to the big influence
of the change of only one speaker prediction in the F1-score metric. On the contrary, the F1-scores
achieved by ensembles performing at sample level are more robust to these variations because the
number of samples is considerably higher than the number of speakers.
From these results, we can conclude that the best option is to use the Method 1 and M = 50 and
then, this is the configuration for the ensemble used in the experiments indicated as “Ensemble 50
1d-CNN” in next sections.
4.2.2. Number of Filters in the Layer 1 and Size of the Layer 4
Table 1 presents the four performance metrics of the system varying the number of filters N,
i.e., the depth of the first layer, and the number of neurons n4 in Layer 4, i.e., the hidden layer of
the non-convolutional part. Please note that these two parameters should be related. In Table 1, it
can be seen the results of the AVEC-2016 baseline, the DepAudionet system and both the results of a
single 1d-CNN (represented as the mean of 50 machine performance) and the combination of the same
machines with the best ensemble architecture as shown in Section 4.2.1, i.e., Method 1. These metrics
are shown for both the depressed and non-depressed classes (in parenthesis).
As expected, the ensemble method provides better F1-scores than the single network. In addition,
all the F1-scores obtained by our system in both modalities, single network and ensemble, are better
than the baseline. For the depressed class this is because, although the baseline produces a better
recall than our system, its precision is clearly worse than those achieved by both the single network
and the ensemble. For the non-depressed category, our system also obtains better F1-scores than the
baseline, since its recall is clearly higher than the one produced by the baseline, whereas its precision is
slightly lower.
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Table 1. Performance of the system using different number of filters N in Layer 1 and neurons n4 in
Layer 4.
N/n4

Method

Accuracy

F1-Score

Precision

Recall

Baseline (SVM)

- (-)

0.41 (0.58)

0.27 (0.94)

0.89 (0.42)

DepAudionet

0.65 (0.65)

0.50 (0.73)

0.44 (0.80)

0.60 (0.68)

64/64

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.70 (0.70)
0.70 (0.70)

0.56 (0.77)
0.56 (0.77)

0.49 (0.83)
0.50 (0.83)

0.65 (0.71)
0.64 (0.73)

128/128

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.70 (0.70)
0.74 (0.74)

0.59 (0.76)
0.65 (0.80)

0.50 (0.85)
0.55 (0.89)

0.72 (0.69)
0.79 (0.73)

256/256

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.71 (0.71)
0.72 (0.72)

0.61 (0.77)
0.63 (0.78)

0.50 (0.86)
0.52 (0.88)

0.73 (0.70)
0.79 (0.70)

512/512

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.70 (0.70)
0.72 (0.72)

0.60 (0.76)
0.63 (0.78)

0.51 (0.86)
0.52 (0.88)

0.75 (0.68)
0.79 (0.70)

Regarding the DepAudionet system, again, its performance is better than the baseline in terms of
F1-score and precision for the depressed class and in terms of F1-score and recall for the non-depressed
class. However, it is outperformed by our systems (single network and ensemble) according to the
accuracy, F1-score, precision and recall measures for both the depressed and non-depressed categories.
Figure 7 shows the F1-scores for more combinations of these N and n4 in a grid representation.
It displays the results of an ensemble system with M = 50 since it is the best one as shown above.
Although there are more than one pair of parameters (N, n4 ) that produce the best performance
(F1-score of 0.65 in depressed samples and 0.80 in non-depressed) we have decided that the best
solution is the one with 128 filters in the convolutional layer and 128 neurons in the Layer 4, as long as
it is the solution with few parameters to train.

(a) Depressed F1-score
(b) Non-depressed F1-score
Figure 7. F1-score variation as a function of the number of filters N in Layer 1 and the number of
neurons n4 in Layer 4.

4.3. Size of the Max-Pooling Window
Another important parameter is the size of the kernel in the max-pooling layer. Taking into
account the characteristics of the network, its size is rectangular with a value equal to 1 in the frequency
dimension, due to the one-dimensional filters in the first convolutional layer, and a variable length
in the temporal dimension. Consequently, Table 2 shows a comparative between the kernel lengths
at this second layer. Although there are many possibilities changing the stride of the kernels, Table 2
displays only the best combination for each kernel size.
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Table 2. Performance of the system using different kernels in the max-pooling layer.
Kernel Size

Method

Accuracy

F1-Score

Precision

Recall

Baseline (SVM)

- (-)

0.41 (0.58)

0.27 (0.94)

0.89 (0.42)

DepAudionet

0.65 (0.65)

0.50 (0.73)

0.44 (0.80)

0.60 (0.68)

(1, 1)

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.69 (0.69)
0.68 (0.68)

0.55 (0.76)
0.55 (0.75)

0.48 (0.82)
0.47 (0.82)

0.65 (0.71)
0.64 (0.70)

(1, 3)

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.69 (0.69)
0.72 (0.72)

0.57 (0.75)
0.61 (0.79)

0.51 (0.84)
0.53 (0.86)

0.68 (0.72)
0.71 (0.73)

(1, 5)

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.70 (0.70)
0.74 (0.74)

0.59 (0.76)
0.65 (0.80)

0.50 (0.85)
0.55 (0.89)

0.72 (0.69)
0.79 (0.73)

(1, 7)

1 1d-CNN
Ensemble 50 1d-CNN

0.69 (0.69)
0.72 (0.72)

0.56 (0.75)
0.61 (0.79)

0.48 (0.84)
0.53 (0.86)

0.68 (0.69)
0.71 (0.73)

From this table we can see that the best kernel size is the one that takes 5 temporal slices. For this
best case, the stride kernel is (1, 4).
To sum up, the best parameters of the system, at least for this database, are: N = 128 number of
filters, a kernel size in the max-pooling layer of (1, 5) with a stride of (1, 4), using n4 = 128 neurons at
the last hidden layer and M = 50 number of machines assembled with the Method 1 (i.e., averaging
the probabilities at sample level). With these values, our proposed system, the ensemble-based model,
achieves a relative improvement in terms of F1-score of 58.5%, 30.0% and 10.2% with respect to the
baseline, the DepAudionet and the single 1d-CNN architecture, respectively.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented an automatic system for detecting if a person suffers depression
by analyzing his/her voice. It is based on an ensemble method, ensemble averaging, that combines
M = 50 One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Networks (1d-CNN). Each individual 1d-CNN uses
log-spectrograms as inputs and is composed of one input layer, four hidden layers and one output
layer whose parameters have been optimized by performing an exhaustive experimentation. Moreover,
a random sampling procedure has been used to balance and augment the training data.
The system has been evaluated over the DAIC-WOZ dataset in the context of the AVEC-2016
Depression Sub-Challenge and compare to the baseline system provided in this challenge, which
is based on a SVM-based classifier and hand-crafted features, and the DepAudionet architecture
consisting of 1d-CNN, LSTM and fully connected layers. Results have shown that our proposed
system achieves a relative improvement in terms of F1-score of 58.5%, 30.0% and 10.2% with respect to
the baseline, the DepAudionet and the single 1d-CNN architecture, respectively.
For future work, we plan to address the following lines: to study the use of other different
methods of ensemble learning as bagging or stacking, to build deeper and narrower networks and
the addition of other features as input to the network such as gender or other type of metadata, and
to explore different strategies for the combination of our audio-based system with the information
provided by the visual modality.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
1d-CNN
ADD
AAM
ANN
AVEC
BDI-II
CNN
DAIC-WOZ
DCC
eGeMAPS
FACS
GDS
HRSD
LPQ-TOP
LSTM
MDD
MFCC
PHQ-8
ReLU
STFT
SVM
SVR
WHO

One-Dimensional Convolutional Neural Network
Automatic Depression Detection
Active Appearance Model
Artificial Neural Network
Audio–Visual Emotion Challenge
Beck’s Depression Inventory
Convolutional Neural Network
Distress Analysis Interview Corpus - Wizard of Oz
Depression Classification Sub-Challenge
Geneva Minimalistic Acoustic Parameter Set
Facial Action Coding System
Geriatric Depression Scale
Hamilton Rating Scale for Depression
Local Phase Quantization at Three Orthogonal Planes
Long Short-Term Memory
Major Depressive Disorder
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
Patient Health Questionnaire
Rectified Linear Unit
Short-Time Fourier Transform
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Regression
World Health Organization
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